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 Introduction/Purpose 

• To describe the need for military activities to participate in 

cooperative water source protection and water supply 

planning processes with local, regional, state, and 

watershed-level agencies 

 

• To discuss emerging issues that may impact the access      

of military installations – and their host communities -       

to water of suitable quantity and quality in the future 

 

• To propose a cooperative, life-cycle approach for military 

services to use in planning for their future water needs            
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Implicit Military Water Policy 

And Planning Assumptions   

• Protecting water sources and planning for future water 

needs is not a core military mission 

• Water providers will always plan for and provide the 

amount of water military bases need (at reasonable cost) 

• Water security = meeting numerical conservation goals   

• Regulators will continue to approve or renew all military  

water withdrawal and well permit requests   

• Energy security is a higher priority than water security 

• Some notable exceptions at the installation/regional level…  
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Water Security vs. Energy Security: 

Different Threats and Impacts    

• Private companies produce energy (electricity, gas, oil) 

and they can distribute or sell it across state lines   

• States own and control water; there is no interstate 

pipeline system to distribute it where it is most needed 

• Additional energy can be created by drilling or building 

new power plants, but water availability is limited     

• Desert locations are great for sustainable energy 

projects - but not so great for water sustainability 

• Regulators increasingly restrict water use to protect 

ecosystems and long-term water supplies 

• Energy threats are discrete; water threats are diffuse                          
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Emerging Water Issues for 

 Military Installations and Missions    

• Climate impacts 

– Prolonged droughts, precipitation variability, ecosystem impacts  

• Water rights disputes 

– Challenges, protracted legal actions, emergency allocations 

• Water contingency planning 

– Terrorism, power outages, supply disruptions, storage capacity  

• Regional water supply forecasting 

– Collaboration to meet demand; ensure “fair share” of water   

• Endangered Species Act/ecological concerns 

– Regulators denying water withdrawal requests 

• Finding new water sources as others are depleted 
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Water Availability Considerations  

For Siting Military Facilities  

• Source: Roy et al. 

2010. Evaluating 

Sustainability of 

Projected Water 

Demands Under 

Future Climate 

Change Scenarios 
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A Cooperative, Life-Cycle Approach 

For Military Water Planning        

• Sources: Monitoring and protecting raw water available to the region 

in cooperation with public officials and conservation organizations  

• Supplies: Identifying current/future water requirements; working with 

suppliers to ensure shared water resources can meet agency needs       

• Survivability: Preparing drought contingency plans; establishing 

backup water sources; timely budgeting of capital/repair projects 

• Sustainable Practices: Implementing water conservation and reuse 

programs tailored to specific installation or facility conditions  

• Sponsorship: Ensuring that specific offices are assigned clearly-

defined roles for managing all aspects of agency water programs  

• Stakeholders: Ongoing engagement with public and private water 

stakeholders to protect and manage water on a sustainable basis     
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 Military Cooperative Water Planning 

Opportunities 

• Participating in regional planning organizations and in 

state water planning groups 

• Engaging military natural resources, community planning, 

and legal staffs in water security planning  

• Creating community planning and liaison offices to 

promote water stakeholder outreach and engagement   

• Coordinating military installations’ water requirements  

with DoD Regional Environmental and Energy Offices   

• Incorporating water supply forecasting into agency 

facilities and mission siting and investment decisions 
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Marstel-Day’s Water Security 

Planning Experience   

• Fort Bragg Sustainable Water Management Strategy 

– Analyzed sources and supplies, drought  and demand issues  

• Army Environmental Policy Institute Water Study 

– Strategic analysis of Dept. of Army water management policies 

and their impacts on Army installations and operations  

– Report available on AEPI homepage: www.aepi.army.mil 

• Marine Corps Installations East  

– Water Resources Model Partnership 

• Air Force Installation Complex Encroachment 

Management Action Plans (ICEMAPs)   

– Water supply analysis is included in all ICEMAPs    
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The Long View: Time, Context  

And Reality 

• The Long View: long-term, integrated, complex and at 

least regional in a geo-political context 

– Thomas Friedman’s “Hot, Flat and Crowded”- with a US twist 

– Urban, suburban and rural landscapes and population changes 

• Infrastructure and land use planning challenges 

– Sustainability through economic, energy and environmental 

management with aging infrastructure and escalating costs 

– Competition for resources; managing supply, demand and latent 

needs in a dynamic and changing environment 

•  Political, social and institutional reality 

– Unwelcomed and misunderstood cultural  
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Navy Region Perspective 
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Navy Region Mid-Atlantic 

Northeast  

Installations 

 

Hampton Roads  

Fleet  

Concentration 

 

Operations  

and  

Training 

Challenges 

High Utility Rates 

Population Age &  

 Densities 

Existing & Complex 

Infrastructure 

Resource Pressure 

Coastal & Nature 

Resource Protection 

Renewal Energy 

Cyber  & Technology 

Missions 

Fleet Support 

Coastal infrastructure vulnerability through sea-level rise, 

climate change and subsidence  



Hampton Roads Fleet  

Concentration Area 

 Water Planning in 

Hampton Roads 
• Regional issue 

• Locality legacies 

• The rise and fall of the 

King William Reservoir 

project 

• Now what? 

• Who will decide the 

future? 

• How will the Navy 

protect mission and 

installation interests? 
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Navy 

Economic 

Impact in 2012 

was $14.9B 

 



Existing and Future Needs 

• Understanding Existing and Future Needs 

– Encroachment Action Plans (EAPs) 

– Air and Range Installation Compatible Use 

Zoning (AICUZ/RAICUZ) 

– 2012 UFC Installation Master Planning new 

• Tenant plans and programs 

– E.O. 13514 

– Major National Environmental Policy Actions 

(NEPA) 
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Some Big Lessons Learned 

• Context Matters: Local, Regional, Mega-

Regional, State, Bi-State 

• Dangerous Assumptions: Somebody is 

Already Taking Care of It 

• The Cost of Doing Nothing: Incalculable 

• Reverse Engineering: Retro-fitting/Re-work 

• Relationships are Foundational: Even an 

Island Isn’t Isolated 
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  The Military Crisis: Too Much 

Property, Too Little Money  

• Current Issues 

– Sequestration 

– Budget cuts 

– War winding down 

– More efficient force 

 

• Legacy Concerns 

– No evil empire  

– Too much infrastructure to support existing and planned force 

– Navy can support 1,000 ships 

– Navy has 287 ships 
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What Does This Mean? 

• Military Infrastructure Will Shrink 

• Options 

– Abandon in place 

– Internal drawdown 

– BRAC 

• Criteria 

– Operational requirements 

– Encroachment 

– Growth potential 

– Risks 

• Security (Force Protection) 

• Security (Utilities) 
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Water/Sewer Security (Availability) 

• New Issue (heightened awareness) 

– System either owned by military or utility 

company provides service but with common 

sources (river, lake, aquifer)  

– Aging systems 

– Community demands 

• Translates Into a Security Data Point for 

Analysis 
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Analysis  

  
• BRAC 101 

– Congress approves a BRAC round 

– Commission appointed 

– Department of Defense submits list to Commission 

(using internal analysis to develop list) 

– Commission reviews list, takes public comments and 

conducts their own analysis 

– Commission submits list to President 

– President submits list to Congress 

» If no action it becomes law 

» No vote to reject required 
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Analysis Would Examine… 

• Lack of Available Water  

• Increasing Rates (capital costs), Internal 

or External 

• Limited Resources (Internal or External) 

• Long Term Availability but Competing 

Demands (Puerto Rico example) 
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Solutions? 

• Be Aware of the Issue 

• Open Dialogue between Military and Community 

• Plan for Growth and Closure 

– Ignoring it will not make it go away 

– Incorporate into community planning process 

• Invest in Upgrades  

– Be proactive, creative (Enhanced Use Leases) 

• Can’t BRAC Proof Your Base but It May Help. 

• Bottom Line, It Is Good Planning  
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Water Rights on Federal Lands: 
 

The Crossroads of State Property Rights and 

Regulatory Authority 



• Though I’m bullish on the 

things I believe—as a 

lawyer, policy maker and 

concerned citizen, and not 

easily cowed, the 

views/opinions expressed 

herein are solely those of 

the author unless 

otherwise attributed. 

• And that’s no Bull (literally 

or metaphorically) . . . 

Sacred? 

Disclaimer 
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Preliminary Observations 

 and Resources. . . 

• Former Utilities Director for Camp Pendleton, CA with extremely  
complex water rights and water resource challenges  

• Former Water Counsel for West Coast USMC installations   

• Water Rights and Water Quality—it is where the action is headed 

 ‘Permit’ Me Another Drink: A Proposal for Safeguarding the Water Rights of Federal 
Lands in the Regulated Riparian East, 29 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 369 (2005) 

 Taking “Federal” Water Rights to the Next Level:  Tribes and Federal Agencies Get 
Creative in an Era of Drought and Climate Change (ABA Water Law 2009) 

 Nutrient Numeric Endpoints: Not Quite Ready for Prime Time? THE WATER REPORT, 
Aug. 2007 at 12 (co-authored with Dr. Scott Thomas) 

• Believer in water resource development that balances, 
environmental, domestic and agricultural use. 

 Collaborative processes and willingness to compromise on all sides is 
key to solving water resource/water right issues 

 States/Local Governments—This is a Different Rodeo.  Regulatory 
authority works differently on federal installations. 

 



Additional Light Reading . . . 

 
•Hope M. Babcock, Reserved Indian Water Rights in 
Riparian Jurisdictions, 91 Cornell L. Rev. 1203, 1213 

(2006) 
 

•Michael Cianci, Jr., The New National Defense Water 
Right—An Alternative to Federal Reserved Water Rights 
for Military Installations, 48 A.F. L. Rev. 159, 172 (2000) 
 

•Federal ‘Non-Reserved” Water Rights, 6 U.S. Op. Off. 
Legal Counsel 328, 333 (1982) (Olson Opinion). 
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West v. East:   

Lake Mead and Lake Lanier 
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Two Key Threshold Questions  

for Water Rights 

 

1. PROPERTY RIGHTS:  What is the extent of 

your water rights under state/federal law 

 

2. REGULATORY POWER: To what extent may 

the State use its police power to regulate those 

rights? 
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It Is a Brave New World . . . 

 

• Water more scarce in East and West 

• Water devoted to instream flows combined 

with difficulty in building new storage creates 

greater potential for perma-drought.  
– Climate change may change adequacy of water supplies 

in places where water was previously abundant 

– Federal reserved water rights are the tactical nuke of 

water rights, and more tribes and federal agencies will 

assert them in the future, but when do they truly apply? 

– What remedies to competing landowners have when 

confronted with an assertion of federal water rights? 
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But First, a Little Review  

of the Fundamentals 

– Riparianism:  Everybody gets reasonable use . . . 

• Works great when there is plenty of water 

– REGULATED RIPARIANISM--Statutory Modification of 

Riparian System to acknowledge reality of limited supply.   

– Permit Systems--application, reporting, administrative process, 

limitations on withdrawals 

•  Loss of Priority for Non-Compliance? 

• GA and FLa prefer existing permitted uses in shortage. 

• State agency decides which use is “most reasonable.” 

• What of federal agency/tribal uses—frequently not 

specifically listed as protected uses under CUP statutes. 

– Prior Appropriation:  First in time, first in right.  Lots of 

formalities. 
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“Federal” Water Rights: 

– Simple Definition:  Federal Water Right is a legally 

enforceable right of a federal agency (or tribe), 

independent of state law, to use water for an 

authorized federal purpose.   

• Advantages of federal water rights 

– Potentially trump competing state claim 

– Potentially unlimited in volume 

– Not subject to forfeiture for non-use 

– No requirement to “perfect”. 

• Disadvantage:  None ever adjudicated in the 

East. 
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Federal Water Rights 



Can Federal Entities Acquire “Federal” 

Water Rights on “Acquired Lands?” 

– Most federal/tribal lands 
in the East are 
“acquired” 

 

• Two competing lines 
of thought  
 

–Hell No!—the Western 
theory: 

 

– United States purchases no 
greater rights than those 
possessed by the seller 

– No federal water rights 
unless the absence of the 
right would “entirely defeat” 
purpose of reservation. 

– Mountain Home AFB case. 
– U.S. v. Fallbrook 



•Perhaps Yes (Where Congressional Intent Is 
Clear) 
 

• Olson Theory:  Federal water rights are possible on 
acquired lands provided federal purpose would be frustrated 
by conflicting state water law. 
 

– Federal power under the Property and Commerce 
Clauses of the Constitution preempt conflicting state 
water law.   

– Finds authority in Kleppe v. New Mexico and U.S. v. 
Rio Grande Irrigation Company.  

– Method of enclave creation not important—key is 
interference with accomplishment of federal purpose. 

– Arizona v. California; U.S v. Anderson; Klamath 
Litigation; Mattaponi Case; Ft Huachuca Water Right 
Claims 

Can Federal Entities Acquire “Federal”  

Water Rights on “Acquired Lands?” 
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Bottom Line:  Future Assertion of  

Federal Water Rights Uncertain at Best 

• No Waiver of Sovereign 
Immunity in Most 
Cases 
– States should focus on 

quality, not quantity 

– States should not 
discriminate against feds 

• Federal Installations at 
risk from competing 
property claims 
– Incentive to cooperate 

– Collaborative solutions 
are key 
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Opportunities For  

Win-Win Solutions 

• Collaborate on efficiency 
programs— 

– Ensure credit is given 

• Avoid rigidity on fees 

– Feds often can’t pay 

• Consider non-traditional 
permit solutions that 
protect federal and state 
interests 
– Avoid the Mountain Home 

scenario at all costs. 

• Collaborate, build trust, 
solve problems together. 
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